
FOR PLEASURE’S PROMISE, this 120 foot 
mural which inaugurates Culture House’s new 
outdoor Avant Garden, artist Mark Kelner uses 
the aesthetics of advertising and the language 
of commercial marketing to critique the fraught 
and ubiquitous history of Newport cigarettes: 
how they are represented in media and how, 
arguably, they are specifically targeted towards 
an urban, African-American audience. For 
decades, slogans such as “Alive with Pleasure!” 
and “Gratifying!” have been the cornerstones of 
many Newport print ad campaigns often found in 
national adult lifestyle magazines. Overwhelm-
ingly, these words compliment imagery featur-
ing white consumers seen fishing, shopping, 
and vacationing; all staples of the “American 
Dream.” This is all the more problematic as such 
portrayals are aspirational for those who do buy 
and use Newport’s menthols as they bring about 
illness and death for so many. What’s being 
sold as “Pleasure,” in fact, kills you. What’s an 
aggressively promoted trope to black commu-
nities, in fact, signifies how words matter and 

can symbolize conflicting and hurtful agendas.
By employing synonyms of these slogans 

and by incorporating modest graphic twists 
in their expression, which expose both their 
familiar and alien qualities, Kelner paradoxi-
cally explores the tension of other concerns 
beyond race and inequalities of public health. 
His work also directly comments on the ongoing 
gentrification of Washington, DC, examining the 
socio-economic fissures within the city and how 
new neighborhoods are being engineered toward 
cultural homogeneity. The sameness of these 
panels evokes a text-based landscape where 
buzzwords such as “Exceptional,” “Delectable,” 
and the French “Joie de Vivre” all mean noth-
ing but hyperbole. They are designed to induce 
desire, but sadly, often at a terrible personal cost 
to long established residents. With plywood and 
house paint, Kelner uses satire to illustrate the 
hollowness of false promises, which he hopes 
inspire viewers to think differently about their 
world, and how they respond to the saturation 
of messaging all around them.
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In the galleries: A stylish

mash-up of Japanese genres

an� African culture

Review by Mark Jenkins
January 8, 2021 at 7:00 a.m. EST

Like many Western artists, Rozeal is drawn to Japanese art and culture. But the D.C. native, who began her art
career as Iona Rozeal Brown, was inspired by a specific and fleeting Japanese phenomenon: gangaru, a 1990s youth-
fashion subculture whose adherents darkened their skin and sometimes tightly curled their hair. Rozeal, who is
African American, took gangaru’s appropriation of Blackness as an invitation to do something analogous with
Japanese imagery and techniques. This cultural exchange continues in the artist’s self-titled show at Terzo Piano,
her first solo exhibition in seven years.

The use of line is central in ukiyo-e — traditional Japanese woodblock prints — and their offspring, the mostly black-
and-white comics called manga. Rozeal emulates those genres, modeling two pieces in this show on the work of
Utamaro, a printmaker in 17th-century Edo (now Tokyo) known for portraying angular beauties. But her recent
work contrasts precise renderings with looser, less controlled elements. Drips abound in these paintings, and one
playful picture makes a joke of it: In “The Oobie Kids,” a girl holds a three-scoop ice cream cone that dribbles a trio
of different colors. Another painting, a 22-foot-wide mural, arrays 10 Afro-geisha heads on a field of blue eight-foot-
high drips.

That monumental painting is on Tyvek, a paper-like plastic, one of several unconventional materials Rozeal is using
to expand and redefine her style.

The show also features works on linen, cardboard and wood, whether blank panels or such repurposed items as
skateboards and cutting boards. On a smaller scale yet quite audacious are small acrylics painted atop reproductions
of Mark Rothko abstractions printed on note cards. These are less interpretations than obliterations.

In retrospect, “Alive with Pleasure!” was not the best slogan for a tobacco prod-
uct. But that tag line, devised by the purveyors of Newport cigarettes, was typical 
of the advertising that sold smoking as healthy, lively and robustly masculine. 
D.C. artist Mark Kelner challenges such pitches in “Pleasure’s Promise,” a 
text-only mural on display in Culture House D.C.’s outdoor Avant Garden.

The U.S.-born son of parents from the Soviet Union, Kelner often riffs on the 
overlaps, whether literal or conceptual, between Soviet propaganda and Madison 
Avenue hype. This project, however, is all-American. Rather then the red of 
the stars that can represent either Macy’s or the Kremlin, the piece is in garish 
orange on green — the former colors of Newport’s promotional campaign. Kelner 
borrows those ads’ bulbous erstwhile typeface, but not its words. Instead, each 
plywood panel hawks one supposed attribute of the menthol cigarettes and their 
users: “fantabulous,”“hunky-dory,” “devil-may-care” and such.

Newport cultivates an upscale sporty image, with a specifically nautical theme. 
But, as Kelner notes in his statement, the brand has long been marketed aggres-
sively in Black communities. That’s why the artist decided to erect his satirical 
placards in Southwest Washington, historically an urban-renewal battleground. 
“Pleasure’s Promise” is as much about the process of gentrification as it is about 
the deceit of merchandising.
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